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Abstract—This paper studies pliable index coding, in which
a sender broadcasts information to multiple receivers through
a shared broadcast medium, and the receivers each have some
message a priori and want any message they do not have. An
approach, based on receivers that are absent from the problem,
was previously proposed to find lower bounds on the optimal
broadcast rate. In this paper, we introduce new techniques to
obtained better lower bounds, and derive the optimal broadcast
rates for new classes of the problems, including all problems with
up to four absent receivers.
I. INTRODUCTION
This papers studies pliable index coding, where one trans-
mitter sends information to multiple receivers in a noiseless
broadcast setting. In the original index-coding setup [1, 2],
each receiver is described by the set of messages that it has,
referred to as side information, and the message that it wants
from the transmitter. In the pliable variant of the problem [3],
each receiver is described by only its side information, and
its decoding requirement is relaxed to any message not in the
side-information set.
The aim for both the original and the pliable problems
is to determine the minimum codelength normalised to the
message length, referred to as the optimal broadcast rate, that
the transmitter must broadcast to satisfy all receivers. As with
original index-coding problems, the optimal broadcast rate is
not known for pliable-index-coding problems in general.
Even though the two index-coding versions share many
similarities, their decoding requirements set them apart in
non-trivial ways. As a result, different techniques have been
attempted to solve each of them. To date, only a small number
of classes of pliable-index-coding problems have been solved.
In particular, two classes of symmetric problems have been
solved [4, 5]. These problems are symmetric in the sense that
if a receiver is present in the problem, every receiver with the
same cardinality of messages as side information as that of
the present receiver is also present. For asymmetric problems,
we derived the optimal broadcast rate for some classes of
problems based on the absent receivers [6]. We label a receiver
by its side-information set, for instance, receiver H has side-
information set H. With this notation, we lower bounded the
optimal broadcast rate by the longest chain of nested absent
receivers, that is, there exist absent receivers H1,H2, . . . ,HLmax
such that H1 ( H2 ( · · · ( HLmax . We characterised the optimal
broadcast rate when (i) there exists a message not in the side-
information set of any absent receiver, (ii) there is no nested
absent receiver pair, (iii) there is only one nested absent receiver
pair, and (iv) the absent receivers are formed by taking unions
of some message partitions.
However, with the existing results, even a simple problem
with three absent receivers remained unsolved (see problem P1
in Section III). In this paper, we strengthen our previous results
to obtain new lower bounds. As a result of the improved lower
bounds, we can solve all pliable-index-coding problems with
four or fewer absent receivers (which includes P1).
Our previous results [6] were derived based on our proposed
algorithm to construct a decoding chain. The algorithm itera-
tively adds messages to the chain. When the current decoding
chain corresponds to a present receiver H, the message that
receiver H wants to decode is added to the chain. If the current
chain does not correspond to any present receiver, we will
arbitrarily “skip” a message not in the chain and also add
the same message to the decoding chain. This continues till
the chain equals to the whole message set. The fewer the
skipped messages, the tighter the lower bound. In this paper,
we propose two improvements. First, we modify the algorithm
such that even if receiver H is absent, we may not need to skip
a message, by looking at receivers H− ( H, and the messages
to be decoded by them. Second, instead of arbitrarily skipping
a message, we consider the next absent receiver H ′ that the
algorithm will encounter, and skip a message in such a way
that we will be able to avoid skipping a message when the
algorithm reaches H ′.
We will formally define pliable-index-coding problems in
Section II, after which we will use an example to illustrate the
above-mentioned two new ideas in Section III. These two ideas
will be formally presented in Sections IV and VI. In Section V,
we will also present a simpler lower bound. The results will
be combined to characterise the optimal broadcast rate for new
classes of pliable-index-coding problems in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We use the following notation: Z+ denotes the set of natural
numbers, [a : b] := {a, a + 1, . . . , b} for a, b ∈ Z+ such that
a < b, and XS = (Xi : i ∈ S) for some ordered set S.
Consider a sender having m ∈ Z+ messages, denoted by
X[1:m] = (X1, . . . , Xm). Each message Xi ∈ Fq is independently
and uniformly distributed over a finite field of size q. There
are n receivers having distinct subsets of messages, which we
refer to as side information. Each receiver is labelled by its
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side information, i.e., the receiver that has messages XH , for
some H ( [1 : m], will be referred to as receiver H. The aim
of the pliable-index-coding problem is to devise an encoding
scheme for the sender and a decoding scheme for each receiver
satisfying pliable recovery of a message at each receiver.
Without loss of generality, the side-information sets of the
receivers are distinct; all receivers having the same side infor-
mation can be satisfied if and only if (iff) any one of them can
be satisfied. Also, no receiver has side information H = [1 : m]
because this receiver cannot be satisfied. So, there can be at
most 2m − 1 receivers present in the problem. A pliable index
coding problem is thus defined uniquely by m and the set
U ⊆ 2[1:m] \ {[1 : m]} of all present receivers. Any receiver that
is not present, i.e., receiver H ∈ 2[1:m] \ ({[1 : m]}∪U) := Uabs,
is said to be absent.
Given a pliable-index-coding problem with m messages and
present receivers U, a pliable index code of length ` ∈ Z+
consists of
• an encoding function of the sender, E : Fmq → F`q; and
• for each receiver H ∈ U, a decoding function GH : F`q ×
F
|H |
q → Fq , such that GH (E(X[1:m]), XH ) = Xi , for some
i ∈ [1 : m] \ H.
Define decoding choice D as follows:
D : U→ [1 : m], such that D(H) ∈ [1 : m] \ H. (1)
Here, D(H) is the message decoded by receiver H.
The above formulation requires the decoding of only one
message at each receiver. Lastly, the aim is to find the optimal
broadcast rate for a particular message size q, denoted by
βq := minE, {G} ` and the optimal broadcast rate over all q,
denoted by β := infq βq .
III. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
We will now use an example to illustrate two ideas proposed
in this paper. Consider a pliable-index-coding problem P1 with
six messages and each receiver requires one new message.
All receivers are present except receivers H1 = {3}, H2 =
{1, 2, 3, 4}, and H3 = {3, 4, 5, 6}. P1 does not fall into any
category for which the optimal rate βq(P1) is known.
A. Existing lower bounds
We have previously established a lower bound [6]
βq ≥ m − Lmax, (2)
where Lmax is the maximum length of any nested chain of
absent receivers, that is, H1 ( H2 ( · · · ( HLmax , with each
Hi ∈ Uabs. In P1, Lmax = 2, which can be obtained from
H1 ( H2 or H1 ( H3. So, βq(P1) ≥ 6 − 2 = 4.
This lower bound can also be obtained by considering
another pliable-index-coding problem P−1 formed by removing
all receivers each having at least one and up to four messages.
It has been shown [4] that βq(P−1 ) = 4. Combined with the
result βq(P1) ≥ βq(P−1 ) [6], we get βq(P1) ≥ 4.
Another lower bound can be obtained by using our previously
proposed algorithm [6] to construct a decoding chain of
messages. Our previous algorithm is a restriction of our
Algorithm 1: A new and generalised algorithm to construct a
decoding chain with skipped messages
input :Pm,U,D
output : A decoding chain C (a totally ordered set with a total
order ) and a set of skipped messages S
1 C ← ∅; (initialise C)
2 S ← ∅; (initialise S)
3 while C , [1 : m] do
4 if C < U then (receiver C is absent)
5 Choose any of the following options:
6 Option 1: (skip a message)
7 Choose any a ∈ [1 : m] \ C; (skip a)
8 C ← C ∪ {a}; (expand C)
9 Define i  a, for all i ∈ C; (define order in C)
10 S ← S ∪ {a}; (expand S)
11 Option 2: (avoid skipping)
12 Choose any present receiver B ( C, such that
D(B) < C;
13 (look for a subset B, a present receiver)
14 C ← C ∪ {D(B)};
15 (add the message that receiver B decodes)
16 Define i  D(B), for all i ∈ C;
17 (define order in C)
18 else (receiver C is present)
19 C ← C ∪ {D(C) = x};
20 (add the message that receiver C decodes)
21 Define i  x, for all i ∈ C; (define order in C)
improved Algorithm 1 devised in this paper, in which we
have defined Pm,U,D as a pliable-index-coding problem with m
messages, receivers U, and decoding choice D. If in lines 4–16
of Algorithm 1, we always choose Option 1 instead of Option 2,
we will retrieve our previous algorithm, which for brevity we
will refer to as Algorithm 2 in this paper. Using Algorithm 2
on problem P1, the following lower bound has been shown [6]:
βq(P1) ≥ m −max
D
|S |, (3)
where the maximisation is taken over all possible decoding
choices D of the receivers, and S is the set of skipped messages
obtained from any instance of Algorithm 2 for a specific D.
For Algorithms 1 and 2, we say that the algorithm “hits”
a (present or absent) receiver C if it constructs C upon the
execution of lines 8, 14, or 19.
For P1, there exists D for which Algorithm 2 will always
hit two absent receivers (either H1 and H2, or H1 and H3)
regardless of which messages we skip. This gives a lower bound
βq(P1) ≥ m−2 = 4. To see this, note that receiver ∅ is present.
Let D(∅) = 3. Executing line 19 of the algorithm, we hit
C = {D(∅)} = H1. Since receiver H1 is absent, we execute lines
6–10. Supposing that we skip message 1, we will hit C = {3, 1}.
Let D({3, 1}) = 2 and D({3, 1, 2}) = 4. Repeating lines 19–21,
we will hit the second absent receiver H2 = {3, 1, 2, 4}. So, by
defining D in such a way that no matter which message we
choose to skip after hitting H1, the messages to be subsequently
added to C stay within H2 or within H3 (until we hit H2 or
H3 respectively), we will always hit H2 or H3.
B. Two new ideas
We will explain the new ideas in this paper by juxtaposing
them with Algorithm 2. Since skipping fewer messages gives
a tighter lower bound, we introduce the following new ideas
to skip fewer messages compared to Algorithm 2:
(a) Avoid skipping messages: This is done by using the
subsets of C. Using Algorithm 2, when the algorithm hits
C, and if receiver C is absent, we skip a message. In
our new algorithm, even if receiver C is absent, if there
exists a receiver B ( C such that D(B) < C, then the
decoding chain can continue by adding D(B) into the
chain C without skipping a message.
(b) Look ahead then skip messages: Instead of arbitrarily
selecting a message a ∈ [1 : m] \ C in Option 1, we
will base our choice of skipped messages on D. More
specifically, we skip a specially chosen message such
that the next absent receiver C to be hit will contain a
receiver B ( C whose decoding choice D(B) < C, and
using idea (a), we need not skip a message.
C. A new lower bound
Using the above-mentioned ideas, we now construct a new
lower bound for P1. Note that for any D, if fewer than two
absent receivers are hit, then |S | ≤ 1, and this can only lead to
the right-hand side of (3) evaluated to 5 or more. So, we only
need to consider scenarios where two absent receivers are hit,
and in this case the first one must be H1.
To work out the appropriate choice of skipped message
upon hitting H1, we look ahead and consider D(H2 ∩ H3) =
D({3, 4}) = x. It is necessary that x ∈ Hi \ Hj for some
i, j ∈ {2, 3} and i , j. We then skip any message y ∈ Hj \ Hi ,
and update the decoding chain as C ← (C ∪ {y}). As y is in
C now, the only remaining absent receiver that can be hit is
Hj . If Hj is not hit, then the algorithm terminates with |S | = 1;
otherwise, it hits Hj .
When Hj is hit, we can avoid skipping a message by noting
that (i) there is a present receiver H2 ∩ H3 ( Hj , and (ii) it
decodes D(H2 ∩ H3) = x < Hj . The decoding chain continues
and terminates without hitting another absent receiver.
This means for any D, we can always choose S such that
|S | ≤ 1. This gives a lower bound of βq(P1) ≥ 6− 1 = 5. This
bounds can be shown to be tight by using a cyclic code for
achievability.
More generally, we have the following proposition (which
will be proven rigorously later):
Proposition 1: Consider a pliable-index-coding problem
Pm,U, where the set of absent receivers is Uabs = {H1,H2,H3},
such that H1 ( H2 ∩ H3, and H2 ∪ H3 = [1 : m]. We have
βq(Pm,U) = βq(Pm,U) = m − 1.
IV. A NEW AND GENERALISED ALGORITHM
Compared to Algorithm 2, the new Algorithm 1 has Option 2,
which implements the two new ideas in Section III-B. It allows
us to avoid skipping a message even when an absent receiver C
is hit, as long as a suitable present receiver B ( C can be found.
If Option 1 is always selected, we revert back to Algorithm 2
as a special case. Although choosing Option 1 may seem
counter-intuitive, we will see that later that choosing Option 1
simplifies the proof of our results as it avoids evaluating D(B)
required in Option 2.
The sketch of proof for the lower bound (3) for Algorithm 2
is as follows [6]: We started with a bipartite graph GD
that describes Pm,U,D . We showed that for each instance
of Algorithm 2, there is a series of pruning operations on
GD that yield an acyclic graph G′D with m − |S | remaining
messages. The graph GD is acyclic because, by construction,
all directed edges flow from message nodes that are larger to
message nodes that are smaller with respect to the order .
As m − |S | is a lower bound on Pm,U,D [7, Lem. 1], and that
βq(Pm,U) = minD βq(Pm,U,D), we have (3).
We now show that the lower bound (3) is still valid using
Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 differs from Algorithm 2 by having
Option 2. Using Option 2 on a present receiver B, this receiver
is preserved (that is, not removed during the pruning operation)
in the graph GD . With this additional receiver not removed
(compared to Algorithm 2), there are additional directed edges
flowing from the a larger message node to smaller message
nodes with respect to the order , that is, from the message
node D(B) to message nodes {x ∈ B} through the receiver
node B. Clearly, all additional edges retained due to Option 2
in Algorithm 1 do not create any directed cycle. Hence, the
proof for the lower bound (3) for Algorithm 2 can be modified
accordingly to give the following:
Lemma 1: Consider a pliable-index-coding problem Pm,U.
For a specific D, let S be the set of skipped messages for an
instance of Algorithm 1. Then,
βq(Pm,U) ≥ m −max
D
|S |. (4)
The lower bound is obtained by maximising |S | over all
decoding choices D. By optimising the choice of skipped
messages for each D such that the minimum number of
messages is skipped, we obtain the following lower bound:
βq(Pm,U) ≥ m −max
D
min
S
|S | = m − L∗, (5)
where we define
L∗ := max
D
min
S
|S |. (6)
Remark 1: For any given D, although any instance of
Algorithm 1 gives a lower bound for βq(Pm,U,D), skipping as
few messages as possible gives tighter lower bounds.
Intuitively, Algorithm 1 says that the construction of decod-
ing chain C can continue even if receiver C is absent, because
if receiver B ( C can decode D(B) < C, then knowing C, one
is able to obtain D(B) to extend the decoding chain.
Before formally deriving the second idea of “look ahead
and skip” in Section VI, in the next section, we first improve
upon an existing lower bound that can be obtained by simply
looking at how the absent receivers are nested, that is, without
needing an algorithm that constructs decoding chains.
V. AN IMPROVED NESTED-CHAIN LOWER BOUND
From (5), we see that any upper bound on L∗ provides a
lower bound on βq . For instance, see lower bound (2), where
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<latexit sha1_base64="LMfM 5peM0VIRjUriaLC6yqgIKsk=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+R S1tFoNgFe5ioWXAxkaIYD4gOcLeZi5Zsrd32d0TwpE/YWOhiK1/ x85/4ya5QhMfLDzem5mdeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/ LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49u5335CpXksH 800QT+iQ8lDzqixUucetaZD1P1yxa26C5B14uWkAjka/fJXbxCz NEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4KzUSzUmlI3t8K6lkkao/Wyx74xcWGV AwljZJw1ZqL87MhppPY0CWxlRM9Kr3lz8z+umJrzxMy6T1KBky4 /CVBATk/nxZMAVMiOmllCmuN2VsBFVlBkbUcmG4K2evE5atap3V a091Cp1N4+jCGdwDpfgwTXU4Q4a0AQGAp7hFd6cifPivDsfy9KC k/ecwh84nz8aF4/y</latexit>
Absent
Receivers
<latexit sha1_base64="1MFp ldOmxPDZFRq7l7L5d2b/B5s=">AAACBnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXg BEhWVRITFVSBhiLWBgLog+piSrHvWmtOk5kO0hV1YmFX2FhACFW voGNv8FpM0DLkSwdnXOP7XvClDOlXffbKq2srq1vlDftre2d3T 1n/6ClkkxSaNKEJ7ITEgWcCWhqpjl0UgkkDjm0w9F17rcfQCqWi Hs9TiGIyUCwiFGijdRzjn0KQoNkYmBfhcpw37fvgALLUz2n4lbd GfAy8QpSQQUaPefL7yc0i809lBOlup6b6mBCpGaUw9T2MwUpoSM ygK6hgsSggslsjSk+NUofR4k0R2g8U38nJiRWahyHZjImeqgWvV z8z+tmOroMJkykmQZB5w9FGcc6wXknuM8kUM3HhhAqmfkrpkMiC TXFKNuU4C2uvExatap3Xq3d1ip1t6ijjI7QCTpDHrpAdXSDGqiJ KHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MR0tWkTlEf2B9/gDYIZip</latexit>|
{z
}
<latexit sha1_base64="2n/sex+lv2+SwrwOuq/6nBN5Bns=">AAACDnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wVpwVZIq6LLgxmUF+4A2lMnkph06maTzEEroF7jxV9y4UMSta3f+jdM2C209cC+Hc+5l5p4gZVQq1/22CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/oF9eNSSiRYEmiRhiegEWAKjHJqKKgadVACOAwbtYHQz89sPICRN+L2apODHeMBpRAlWRurblZ7mIYhAYAJZbzzWOFzt075ddqvuHM4q8XJSRjkaffurFyZEx8AVYVjKruemys+wUJQwmJZ6WkKKyQgPoGsoxzFIP5ufM3UqRgmdKBGmuHLm6u+NDMdSTuLATMZYDeWyNxP/87paRdd+RnmqFXCyeCjSzFGJM8vGCakAotjEEEwENX91yBCbaJRJsGRC8JZPXiWtWtW7qNbuLsv1szyOIjpBp+gceegK1dEtaqAmIugRPaNX9GY9WS/Wu/WxGC1Y+c4x+gPr8wcfh51S</latexit>
Fig. 1: Pliable-index-coding problem P2 for Example 1
L∗ ≤ Lmax. The lower bound based on Lmax may be loose,
because we may be able to skip certain messages to avoid
hitting some absent receivers in the longest chain. In this paper,
we will prove a better∗ lower bound based on this idea. We
now prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1: L∗ ≤ L − 1 if the following condition holds:
For every chain of absent receivers of length at least L, say,
H1 ( · · · ( HL′ for some L ′ ≥ L, where Hi ∈ Uabs, there
exists Hk ∪ {a} (for some k ∈ [1 : L−1] and for some a < Hk)
such that there is no chain of absent receivers of length L − k
where (Hk ∪ {a}) ⊆ H ′1 ( · · · ( H ′L−k
absent-receiver chain
, with H ′i ∈ Uabs.
Proof of Theorem 1: Recall that each instance of
Algorithm 1 (or Algorithm 2) returns a decoding chain
C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm}, in the order ci  cj iff i ≤ j, and a
set of skipped messages S ⊆ C.
Let ci by the kth skipped message. This means the algorithm
must have hit an absent receiver H ∈ Uabs, where
H =
{
∅, if i = 1,
{c1, . . . , ci−1}, otherwise (i.e., i ∈ [2 : m]).
(7)
Suppose that ` is the maximum number of absent receivers
that can form a chain (H ∪ {c1}) ⊆ H ′1 ( H ′2 ( · · · ( H ′` ,
with each H ′i ∈ Uabs. Then, at most ` more absent receivers
can be hit. Consequently, the algorithm must terminate with
|S | ≤ k + `.
Now, for all nested receiver chains of length L or larger,
suppose that the condition stated in the theorem is true, we
can always skip receiver a after hitting Hk , such that |S | <
k + (L − k). As |S | is an integer, |S | ≤ L − 1. Since this is true
for all nested receiver chains of length L or larger, we can
always avoid skipping L messages, giving L∗ ≤ L − 1.
We will show the utility of Theorem 1 using an example:
Example 1: Consider P2 with five messages and four absent
receivers H1 = {1, 2},H2 = {1, 2, 4},H3 = {1, 3}, and H4 =
{1, 3, 5}, as depicted in Figure 1. The length of the longest
nested absent-receiver chain is 2. Our previous lower bound
gives βq ≥ 3 (see (2)). Now, we invoke Theorem 1, and
consider all chains of length L ≥ 2, which are H1 ( H2 and
H3 ( H4.
• When H1 is hit, we skip message 3. {1, 2, 3} is not
contained in any absent receiver.
• When H3 is hit, we skip message 4. {1, 3, 4} is not
contained in any absent receiver.
∗The new lower bound is strictly better for certain problems.
So, we have L∗ ≤ 1. Noting (6) and (5), we get βq ≥ 5 −
1 = 4. This lower bound can be achieved by the code (X3 +
X5, X1, X2, X4).
While this new nested-chain lower bound improved on our
previous longest-chain lower bound, it is still insufficient to
solve P1 described in Section III. To solve P1, we will use the
“look ahead and skip” technique detailed in the next section.
VI. SKIPPING MESSAGES WITH LOOK AHEAD
In this section, when we hit an absent receiver, say H ⊆
[1 : m], we will propose a method to skip a message in such
a way to guarantee that we will subsequently not need to skip
any message when we hit any absent receiver from a special
subset of absent receivers. Let this subset of absent receivers
be A ⊆ Uabs \ {H}. By definition, all absent receivers in A
are supersets of H. This method is used in conjunction with
Algorithm 1. We will prove the following result:
Theorem 2: Let H ∈ Uabs by an absent receiver, and A ⊆
Uabs \ {H} be a subset of absent receivers that belongs to any
of the following cases, where H ( H ′ for all H ′ ∈ A. Running
Algorithms 1, suppose that H is hit. We can always choose to
skip a message such that, if any H ′ ∈ A is hit subsequently,
we can avoid skipping a message.
1)
⋃
H′∈A H ′ , [1 : m].
2) A is a minimal cover† of [1 : m], T := ⋂H′∈A H ′ ) H,
and T ∈ U.
3) A is a minimal cover of [1 : m], and ⋂H′∈A H ′ = H;
furthermore, there exist‡ H1,H2 ∈ A such that T := H1 ∩
H2 ) H and T ∈ U.
Proof of Theorem 2: For case 1, by skipping any a ∈ [1 :
m] \ (⋃H′∈A H ′), we will not hit any absent receiver in A.
For case 2, we look ahead and check D(T). Since receiver T
is present, D(T) is defined. As T := ⋂H′∈A H ′ and D(T) <⋂
H′∈A H ′, there must exist an absent receiver H1 ∈ A that
does not contain D(T). As A is a minimal cover, there exists
some a ∈ H1 that is not in all other sets in A, that is, a <⋃
H′∈A\{H1 } H
′. We choose to skip a, and by doing so, we
will never hit any receiver in A \ {H1}. If we hit H1, we can
choose Option 2 in the algorithm without needing to skip any
message, since T ⊆ H1 and D(T) < H1.
For case 3, we look ahead and check D(T). As receiver T
is present, D(T) is defined. D(T) < T = H1 ∩ H2. Without loss
of generality, suppose D(T) < H1. When we follow the same
argument for case 2 by skipping some a ∈ H1 that is not in all
other sets in A. By doing so, will can always avoid skipping a
message due to hitting H1.
VII. APPLICATIONS OF RESULTS
A. Optimal rates for the slightly imperfect L-nested setting
We have previously defined a class of pliable-index-coding
problems as follows [6]:
†A family of sets A = {A` : ` ∈ L } is a minimal cover of B iff ⋃`∈L A` =
B, and for any strict subset L ( L,
⋃
`∈L A` ( B.‡If this is false, A ∪ {H } forms 1-truncated L-nested absent receivers,
which we will define in Definition 2 later.
P0
<latexit sha1_base64="2783 e/O+QIdDInOZDN7/EKfVaHQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/I m//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofH zSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1i NOE+xEdKREKRtFKD82BOyhX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66Q SWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwlj bUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uwxs/EypJkSu2XBSmkm BM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbRrVe+qWruvV xr1PI4inME5XIIH19CAO2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMK f+B8/gDKRY1t</latexit>
P0 [ P1
<latexit sha1_base64="vS5O Jwmv6yhlLUNsX5drTIUs6os=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1 aOXxSJ4Kkkt6LHgxWME+wFpCJvtpl262Q27E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzgQ34Lrfzsbm1vbObmWvun9weHRcOz ntGpVryjpUCaX7MTFMcMk6wEGwfqYZSWPBevHkbu73npg2XMlHm GYsTMlI8oRTAlYK/Mgd0DzDfuRFtbrbcBfA68QrSR2V8KPa12Co aJ4yCVQQYwLPzSAsiAZOBZtVB7lhGaETMmKBpZKkzITF4uQZvrT KECdK25KAF+rviYKkxkzT2HamBMZm1ZuL/3lBDsltWHCZ5cAkXS 5KcoFB4fn/eMg1oyCmlhCqub0V0zHRhIJNqWpD8FZfXifdZsO7b jQfWvV2q4yjgs7RBbpCHrpBbXSPfNRBFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxb N5xy5gz9gfP5AwPdkGE=</latexit>
H{2} ( P0 [ P2
<latexit sha1_base64="P0U3 1Ib6hAfpBLfJCg5v8ysNXJg=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vq ksXDhbBVUlqQZcFN11WsA9oQphMb9qhk0mcmQglZOnGX3HjQhG3 foI7/8bpY6GtBy73cM69zNwTJJwpbdvfVmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z 8oHx51VJxKCm0a81j2AqKAMwFtzTSHXiKBRAGHbjC+mfrdB5CKx eJOTxLwIjIULGSUaCP55dOmn7lZzc1zV6WBAi3gHrd826VpYnrN L1fsqj0DXiXOglTQAi2//OUOYppGIDTlRKm+Yyfay4jUjHLIS26 qICF0TIbQN1SQCJSXzQ7J8blRBjiMpSmh8Uz9vZGRSKlJFJjJiO iRWvam4n9eP9XhtZcxkaQaBJ0/FKYc6xhPU8EDJoFqPjGEUMnMX zEdEUmoNtmVTAjO8smrpFOrOpfV2m290qgv4iiiE3SGLpCDrlAD NVELtRFFj+gZvaI368l6sd6tj/lowVrsHKM/sD5/AOeemTI=</ latexit>
P0 [ P3
<latexit sha1_base64="lP/F 8eTpCzE/JUAZg8zpGVpatx4=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0nagh4LXjxGsB/QhrDZbtqlm92wuxFK6M/w4kERr/4a b/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzopQzbVz32yltbe/s7pX3KweHR8cn1d OzrpaZIrRDJJeqH2FNORO0Y5jhtJ8qipOI0140vVv4vSeqNJPi0 cxSGiR4LFjMCDZWGvihOyRZivywGVZrbt1dAm0SryA1KOCH1a/h SJIsocIQjrUeeG5qghwrwwin88ow0zTFZIrHdGCpwAnVQb48eY6 urDJCsVS2hEFL9fdEjhOtZ0lkOxNsJnrdW4j/eYPMxLdBzkSaGS rIalGccWQkWvyPRkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2NTqtgQvPWXN0m3U fea9cZDq9ZuFXGU4QIu4Ro8uIE23IMPHSAg4Rle4c0xzovz7nys WktOMXMOf+B8/gAG5ZBj</latexit>
P0 [ P1 [ P2
<latexit sha1_base64="HDkH as+W310DKlevIux4jAX0Bac=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr2 qWbwSK4Kkkt6LLgxmUE+4A2hMl00g6dTMLMRAih/oobF4q49UPc +TdO2yy09cDlHs65l7lzwpQzpR3n29rY3Nre2a3sVfcPDo+O7Z PTrkoySWiHJDyR/RArypmgHc00p/1UUhyHnPbC6e3c7z1SqVgiH nSeUj/GY8EiRrA2UmDXvMAZkixFXuCWvRnYdafhLIDWiVuSOpTw AvtrOEpIFlOhCcdKDVwn1X6BpWaE01l1mCmaYjLFYzowVOCYKr9 YHD9DF0YZoSiRpoRGC/X3RoFjpfI4NJMx1hO16s3F/7xBpqMbv2 AizTQVZPlQlHGkEzRPAo2YpETz3BBMJDO3IjLBEhNt8qqaENzVL 6+TbrPhXjWa9616u1XGUYEzOIdLcOEa2nAHHnSAQA7P8Apv1pP1 Yr1bH8vRDavcqcEfWJ8/zLuThw==</latexit>
P0 [ P1 [ P3
<latexit sha1_base64="nJry nGZS/1Ev6b9w8kGHEsvQNZE=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0 S7dDBbBVUnagi4LblxGsA9oQ5hMJ+3QySTMTIRQ6q+4caGIWz/E nX/jtM1CWw9c7uGce5k7J0w5U9pxvq3S1vbO7l55v3JweHR8Yp +edVWSSUI7JOGJ7IdYUc4E7WimOe2nkuI45LQXTm8Xfu+RSsUS8 aDzlPoxHgsWMYK1kQK76gXOkGQp8gK36M3Arjl1Zwm0SdyC1KCA F9hfw1FCspgKTThWauA6qfZnWGpGOJ1XhpmiKSZTPKYDQwWOqfJ ny+Pn6NIoIxQl0pTQaKn+3pjhWKk8Ds1kjPVErXsL8T9vkOnoxp 8xkWaaCrJ6KMo40glaJIFGTFKieW4IJpKZWxGZYImJNnlVTAju+ pc3SbdRd5v1xn2r1m4VcZThHC7gCly4hjbcgQcdIJDDM7zCm/Vk vVjv1sdqtGQVO1X4A+vzB84/k4g=</latexit>
P0 [ P2 [ P3
<latexit sha1_base64="XxIS OVSaV+a+bmOcCBb8rg6KhPc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0 S7dDBbBVUnagi4LblxGsA9oQ5hMp+3QySTMTIQQ6q+4caGIWz/E nX/jtM1CWw9c7uGce5k7J0w4U9pxvq3S1vbO7l55v3JweHR8Yp +edVWcSkI7JOax7IdYUc4E7WimOe0nkuIo5LQXzm4Xfu+RSsVi8 aCzhPoRngg2ZgRrIwV21QucIUkT5AWNojcDu+bUnSXQJnELUoMC XmB/DUcxSSMqNOFYqYHrJNrPsdSMcDqvDFNFE0xmeEIHhgocUeX ny+Pn6NIoIzSOpSmh0VL9vZHjSKksCs1khPVUrXsL8T9vkOrxjZ 8zkaSaCrJ6aJxypGO0SAKNmKRE88wQTCQztyIyxRITbfKqmBDc9 S9vkm6j7jbrjftWrd0q4ijDOVzAFbhwDW24Aw86QCCDZ3iFN+vJ erHerY/VaMkqdqrwB9bnD8/Lk4k=</latexit>
⇥<latexi t sha1_base64 ="P0YznAaoZO UtHSY7N8aJ2+f ZjNM=">AAAB7X icbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBb BU0mqoCcpePFY wX5AG8pmu2nXb jZhdyKU0P/gx YMiXv0/3vw3bt sctPXBwOO9GWb mBYkUBl332ym srW9sbhW3Szu7 e/sH5cOjlolTz XiTxTLWnYAaLo XiTRQoeSfRnE aB5O1gfDvz209 cGxGrB5wk3I/o UIlQMIpWavVQ RNz0yxW36s5BV omXkwrkaPTLX7 1BzNKIK2SSGtP 13AT9jGoUTPJ pqZcanlA2pkPe tVRRu8TP5tdOy ZlVBiSMtS2FZ K7+nshoZMwkCm xnRHFklr2Z+J/ XTTG89jOhkhS5 YotFYSoJxmT2 OhkIzRnKiSWUa WFvJWxENWVoAy rZELzll1dJq1 b1Lqq1+8tK/Sa PowgncArn4MEV 1OEOGtAEBo/wD K/w5sTOi/Puf CxaC04+cwx/4H z+ALZFjzQ=</l atexit>
Messages
<latexit sha1_base64="LMfM 5peM0VIRjUriaLC6yqgIKsk=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+R S1tFoNgFe5ioWXAxkaIYD4gOcLeZi5Zsrd32d0TwpE/YWOhiK1/ x85/4ya5QhMfLDzem5mdeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/ LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49u5335CpXksH 800QT+iQ8lDzqixUucetaZD1P1yxa26C5B14uWkAjka/fJXbxCz NEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4KzUSzUmlI3t8K6lkkao/Wyx74xcWGV AwljZJw1ZqL87MhppPY0CWxlRM9Kr3lz8z+umJrzxMy6T1KBky4 /CVBATk/nxZMAVMiOmllCmuN2VsBFVlBkbUcmG4K2evE5atap3V a091Cp1N4+jCGdwDpfgwTXU4Q4a0AQGAp7hFd6cifPivDsfy9KC k/ecwh84nz8aF4/y</latexit>
Message Partitions
<latexit sha1_base64="YykI hY4Mpsv8SYUHuNBPnaa1/IY=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfa zx6GQyCp7AbD3oMePEiRDAPSJYwO+lNhsw+mJkVw5Jf8eJBEa/+ iDf/xtlkD5rYMFBUdXVPl58IrrTjfFuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwyD 6udlScSoZtFotY9nyqUPAI25prgb1EIg19gV1/epPr3UeUisfRg 54l6IV0HPGAM6oNNbSrd6gUHSNpUWnshlNDu+bUnUWRdeAWoAZF tYb212AUszTESDNBleq7TqK9LB/IBM4rg1RhQtnUrOkbGNEQlZc t/j4n54YZkSCW5kWaLNjfjoyGSs1C33SGVE/UqpaT/2n9VAfXXs ajJNUYseWiIBVExyQPgoy4RKbFzADKpDmdETahkjJt4qqYENzVk 9dBp1F3L+uN+0at6RRxlOEUzuACXLiCJtxCC9rA4Ame4RXerLn1 Yr1bH8vWklV4TuBPWZ8/CduUYQ==</latexit>
Absent
Receivers
<latexit sha1_base64="1MFp ldOmxPDZFRq7l7L5d2b/B5s=">AAACBnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXg BEhWVRITFVSBhiLWBgLog+piSrHvWmtOk5kO0hV1YmFX2FhACFW voGNv8FpM0DLkSwdnXOP7XvClDOlXffbKq2srq1vlDftre2d3T 1n/6ClkkxSaNKEJ7ITEgWcCWhqpjl0UgkkDjm0w9F17rcfQCqWi Hs9TiGIyUCwiFGijdRzjn0KQoNkYmBfhcpw37fvgALLUz2n4lbd GfAy8QpSQQUaPefL7yc0i809lBOlup6b6mBCpGaUw9T2MwUpoSM ygK6hgsSggslsjSk+NUofR4k0R2g8U38nJiRWahyHZjImeqgWvV z8z+tmOroMJkykmQZB5w9FGcc6wXknuM8kUM3HhhAqmfkrpkMiC TXFKNuU4C2uvExatap3Xq3d1ip1t6ijjI7QCTpDHrpAdXSDGqiJ KHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MR0tWkTlEf2B9/gDYIZip</latexit>
|
{z
}
<latexit sha1_base64="pXFm1Eq+w+W3Frd22RRo1OaEaXw=">AAACFHicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWAVBKEkVdFlw47KCfUATymRy2w6dTNJ5CCX0I9z4K25cKOLWhTv/xmmbhbZ64F4O59zLzD1hyqhUrvtlLS2vrK6tFzaKm1vbO7v23n5DJloQqJOEJaIVYgmMcqgrqhi0UgE4Dhk0w8H1xG/eg5A04XdqlEIQ4x6nXUqwMlLHPvM1j0CEAhPI/OFQ4+i/Pu7YJbfsTuEsEi8nJZSj1rE//SghOgauCMNStj03VUGGhaKEwbjoawkpJgPcg7ahHMcgg2x61Ng5MUrkdBNhiitnqv7cyHAs5SgOzWSMVV/OexPxL6+tVfcqyChPtQJOZg91NXNU4kwSciIqgCg2MgQTQc1fHdLHJiBlciyaELz5kxdJo1L2zsuV24tS9TiPo4AO0RE6RR66RFV0g2qojgh6QE/oBb1aj9az9Wa9z0aXrHznAP2C9fENHySgBg==</latexit>
z }| {
<latexit  sha1_base64=" JJI+vJh6sPaEHa AGXgiblHGWTiU= ">AAACAXicbVDL SsNAFL2pr1pfUT eCm2AVXJWkCros uHFZwT6gDWUymb RDJzPpzEQooW78 FTcuFHHrX7jzb5 y2WWjrgXs5nHMv M/cECaNKu+63VVh ZXVvfKG6WtrZ3d vfs/YOmEqnEpIE FE7IdIEUY5aShq WaknUiC4oCRVjC 8mfqtByIVFfxej xPix6jPaUQx0kb q2UddYexAIkyy7 miUonDeJz277Fb cGZxl4uWkDDnqP furGwqcxoRrzJB SHc9NtJ8hqSlmZ FLqpookCA9Rn3QM 5Sgmys9mF0ycM6 OETiSkKa6dmfp7 I0OxUuM4MJMx0g O16E3F/7xOqqNr P6M8STXheP5QlD JHC2cahxNSSbBm Y0MQltT81cEDZO LQJrSSCcFbPHmZ NKsV76JSvbss10 7zOIpwDCdwDh5c QQ1uoQ4NwPAIz/A Kb9aT9WK9Wx/z0 YKV7xzCH1ifP4p +l34=</latexit >
z }| {
<latexit sha1_b ase64="JJI+vJh6sPaEHaAGXgibl HGWTiU=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL2 pr1pfUTeCm2AVXJWkCrosuHFZwT6 gDWUymbRDJzPpzEQooW78FTcuFHH rX7jzb5y2WWjrgXs5nHMvM/cECaN Ku+63VVhZXVvfKG6WtrZ3dvfs/YOm EqnEpIEFE7IdIEUY5aShqWaknUiC 4oCRVjC8mfqtByIVFfxejxPix6jP aUQx0kbq2UddYexAIkyy7miUonDe Jz277FbcGZxl4uWkDDnqPfurGwqc xoRrzJBSHc9NtJ8hqSlmZFLqpookC A9Rn3QM5Sgmys9mF0ycM6OETiSkK a6dmfp7I0OxUuM4MJMx0gO16E3F/ 7xOqqNrP6M8STXheP5QlDJHC2cah xNSSbBmY0MQltT81cEDZOLQJrSSC cFbPHmZNKsV76JSvbss107zOIpwD CdwDh5cQQ1uoQ4NwPAIz/AKb9aT9W K9Wx/z0YKV7xzCH1ifP4p+l34=</ latexit>
z }| {
<latexit sha1_base64="JJI+vJh 6sPaEHaAGXgiblHGWTiU=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUTeCm2AVX JWkCrosuHFZwT6gDWUymbRDJzPpzEQooW78FTcuFHHrX7jzb5y2WWjrg Xs5nHMvM/cECaNKu+63VVhZXVvfKG6WtrZ3dvfs/YOmEqnEpIEFE7IdIE UY5aShqWaknUiC4oCRVjC8mfqtByIVFfxejxPix6jPaUQx0kbq2UddYe xAIkyy7miUonDeJz277FbcGZxl4uWkDDnqPfurGwqcxoRrzJBSHc9NtJ 8hqSlmZFLqpookCA9Rn3QM5Sgmys9mF0ycM6OETiSkKa6dmfp7I0OxUuM 4MJMx0gO16E3F/7xOqqNrP6M8STXheP5QlDJHC2cahxNSSbBmY0MQltT 81cEDZOLQJrSSCcFbPHmZNKsV76JSvbss107zOIpwDCdwDh5cQQ1uoQ4 NwPAIz/AKb9aT9WK9Wx/z0YKV7xzCH1ifP4p+l34=</latexit>
P0
<latexi t sha1_base64 ="2783e/O+QI dDInOZDN7/EKf VaHQ=">AAAB6n icbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBb BU0lqQY8FLx4r 2g9oQ9lsN+3Sz SbsToQS+hO8e FDEq7/Im//GbZ uDtj4YeLw3w8y 8IJHCoOt+O4W Nza3tneJuaW// 4PCofHzSNnGqG W+xWMa6G1DDpV C8hQIl7yaa0y iQvBNMbud+54l rI2L1iNOE+xEd KREKRtFKD82B OyhX3Kq7AFknX k4qkKM5KH/1hz FLI66QSWpMz3M T9DOqUTDJZ6V +anhC2YSOeM9S RSNu/Gxx6oxcW GVIwljbUkgW6 u+JjEbGTKPAdk YUx2bVm4v/eb0 Uwxs/EypJkSu2 XBSmkmBM5n+T odCcoZxaQpkW9 lbCxlRThjadkg 3BW315nbRrVe +qWruvVxr1PI4 inME5XIIH19CA O2hCCxiM4Ble4 c2Rzovz7nwsW wtOPnMKf+B8/g DKRY1t</latex it>
P1
<latexit sha1 _base64="Aqxz17B7SqhajItYk foen3MuyCA=">AAAB6nicbVBN S8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQ Y8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQ S+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4Y eLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tne JuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa 6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMb ud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRt FKD82BNyhX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM 5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqU TDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/G xx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbG TKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uwxs/E ypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZx aQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315 nbRrVe+qWruvVxr1PI4inME5X IIH19CAO2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzov z7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gDLyY1u </latexit>
P2
<latexit sha1 _base64="5lm7T/X4oAoXwNeHX dn1LnO5Ut0=">AAAB6nicbVBN S8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQ Y8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQ S+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4Y eLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tne JuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa 6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMb ud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRt FKD81BbVCuuFV3AbJOvJxUIEd zUP7qD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo 2CSz0r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+N ni1Bm5sMqQhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2M mUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/83ophjd+J lSSIldsuShMJcGYzP8mQ6E5Qzm 1hDIt7K2EjammDG06JRuCt/ry OmnXqt5VtXZfrzTqeRxFOINzu AQPrqEBd9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnRf n3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AHNTY1v </latexit>
P3
<latexit sha1_base64="JyIV Hohh37UjwvfC0a04Jyog2HA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0nagh4LXjxWtLXQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+R N/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+f ikY+JUM95msYx1N6CGS6F4GwVK3k00p1Eg+WMwuZn7j09cGxGrB 5wm3I/oSIlQMIpWum8N6oNyxa26C5B14uWkAjlag/JXfxizNOIK maTG9Dw3QT+jGgWTfFbqp4YnlE3oiPcsVTTixs8Wp87IhVWGJIy 1LYVkof6eyGhkzDQKbGdEcWxWvbn4n9dLMbz2M6GSFLliy0VhKg nGZP43GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjTKdkQvNWX10mnVvXq1dpdo 9Js5HEU4QzO4RI8uIIm3EIL2sBgBM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT +APn8wfO0Y1w</latexit>z }| {
<latexit sha1_base64="JJI+v Jh6sPaEHaAGXgiblHGWTiU=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUTe Cm2AVXJWkCrosuHFZwT6gDWUymbRDJzPpzEQooW78FTcuFHHrX7j zb5y2WWjrgXs5nHMvM/cECaNKu+63VVhZXVvfKG6WtrZ3dvfs/YO mEqnEpIEFE7IdIEUY5aShqWaknUiC4oCRVjC8mfqtByIVFfxejxP ix6jPaUQx0kbq2UddYexAIkyy7miUonDeJz277FbcGZxl4uWkDDn qPfurGwqcxoRrzJBSHc9NtJ8hqSlmZFLqpookCA9Rn3QM5Sgmys9 mF0ycM6OETiSkKa6dmfp7I0OxUuM4MJMx0gO16E3F/7xOqqNrP6M 8STXheP5QlDJHC2cahxNSSbBmY0MQltT81cEDZOLQJrSSCcFbPHmZ NKsV76JSvbss107zOIpwDCdwDh5cQQ1uoQ4NwPAIz/AKb9aT9WK9 Wx/z0YKV7xzCH1ifP4p+l34=</latexit>
Fig. 2: Slightly imperfect 3-nested absent receivers, formed
by shrinking the side-information set of one receiver among
perfect 3-nested absent receivers.
Definition 1: A pliable-index-coding problem is said to have
perfect L-nested absent receivers iff the messages [1 : m] can
be partitioned into L + 1 ∈ [2 : m] subsets P0, P1, . . . , PL (that
is,
⋃L
i=0 Pi = [1 : m] and Pi ∩ Pj = ∅ for all i , j), such that
only P0 can be an empty set, and there are exactly 2L − 1
absent receivers, which are defined as
HQ := P0 ∪
(⋃
i∈Q Pi
)
, for each Q ( [1 : L]. (8)
For any pliable-index-coding problem Pm,U with perfect
L-nested absent receivers, βq(Pm,U) = m − L [6].
With Theorem 2, we can determine the optimal rate of
problems deviating from the perfect L-nested setting. We now
prove the optimal rate for pliable-index-coding problems with
slightly imperfect L-nested absent receivers. Figure 2 depicts
a example of slightly imperfect 3-nested absent receivers.
Theorem 3: Consider a pliable-index-coding problem Pm,U
that comprises perfect L-nested absent receivers with the
following change: one absent receiver HQ = P0 ∪
(⋃
i∈Q Pi
)
,
for some Q ( [1 : L], is changed to the absent receiver
HQ ( P0 ∪
(⋃
i∈Q Pi
)
. Then, βq(Pm,U) = m − L + 1.
Proof of Thm 3: See Appendix.
We can now prove Proposition 1 that we stated earlier.
Proof of Proposition 1: Pm,U is formed by having perfect
2-nested absent receivers with P0 = H2 ∩ H3, P1 = H2 \ H3,
P2 = H3 \ H2, and then replacing absent receiver P0 with
H1 ( P0. Using Theorem 3, we have βq(Pm,U) = m − 1.
B. Optimal rates for T-truncated L-nested absent receivers
We define another variation of perfect L-nested absent
receivers.
Definition 2: A pliable-index-coding problem is said to have
T-truncated L-nested absent receivers iff the messages [1 : m]
can be partitioned into L + 1 ∈ [2 : m] subsets P0, P1, . . . , PL
(that is,
⋃L
i=0 Pi = [1 : m] and Pi ∩ Pj = ∅ for all i , j), such
that only P0 can be an empty set, and there are
∑T
i=0
(L
i
)
absent
receivers, which are defined as
HQ = P0∪
(⋃
i∈Q Pi
)
, ∀Q ( [1 : L], with |Q | ∈ [0 : T], (9)
for some T ∈ [0 : L − 1].
Note that (L − 1)-truncated L-nested absent receivers are
equivalent to perfect L-nested absent receivers. Figure 3 depicts
an example of 1-truncated 3-nested absent receivers.
P0
<latexit sha1_base64="2783e/O+QIdDInOZDN7/EKfVaHQ=" >AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCo Ot+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD82BOyhX3Kq 7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bV m4v/eb0Uwxs/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbRrVe+qWruvVxr1PI4inME5XIIH19CAO2hCCx iM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gDKRY1t</latexit>
P0 [ P1
<latexit sha1_base64="vS5OJwmv6yhlLUNsX5drTIUs6os=" >AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6LHgxWME+wFpCJvtpl262Q27E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzgQ34 Lrfzsbm1vbObmWvun9weHRcOzntGpVryjpUCaX7MTFMcMk6wEGwfqYZSWPBevHkbu73npg2XMlHmGYsTMlI8oRTAlYK/Mgd0DzDfuR FtbrbcBfA68QrSR2V8KPa12CoaJ4yCVQQYwLPzSAsiAZOBZtVB7lhGaETMmKBpZKkzITF4uQZvrTKECdK25KAF+rviYKkxkzT2Ham BMZm1ZuL/3lBDsltWHCZ5cAkXS5KcoFB4fn/eMg1oyCmlhCqub0V0zHRhIJNqWpD8FZfXifdZsO7bjQfWvV2q4yjgs7RBbpCHrpBbX SPfNRBFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxbN5xy5gz9gfP5AwPdkGE=</latexit>
P0 [ P3
<latexit sha1_base64="lP/F8eTpCzE/JUAZg8zpGVpatx4=" >AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nagh4LXjxGsB/QhrDZbtqlm92wuxFK6M/w4kERr/4ab/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzopQzb Vz32yltbe/s7pX3KweHR8cn1dOzrpaZIrRDJJeqH2FNORO0Y5jhtJ8qipOI0140vVv4vSeqNJPi0cxSGiR4LFjMCDZWGvihOyRZivy wGVZrbt1dAm0SryA1KOCH1a/hSJIsocIQjrUeeG5qghwrwwin88ow0zTFZIrHdGCpwAnVQb48eY6urDJCsVS2hEFL9fdEjhOtZ0lk OxNsJnrdW4j/eYPMxLdBzkSaGSrIalGccWQkWvyPRkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2NTqtgQvPWXN0m3Ufea9cZDq9ZuFXGU4QIu4Ro8uI E23IMPHSAg4Rle4c0xzovz7nysWktOMXMOf+B8/gAG5ZBj</latexit>
P0 [ P2
<latexit sha1_base64="K+FEZSbN39mCwdLCGczcecp23rc=" >AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6LHgxWME+wFpCJvtpl262Q27E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzgQ34 Lrfzsbm1vbObmWvun9weHRcOzntGpVryjpUCaX7MTFMcMk6wEGwfqYZSWPBevHkbu73npg2XMlHmGYsTMlI8oRTAlYK/Mgd0DzDftS ManW34S6A14lXkjoq4Ue1r8FQ0TxlEqggxgSem0FYEA2cCjarDnLDMkInZMQCSyVJmQmLxckzfGmVIU6UtiUBL9TfEwVJjZmmse1M CYzNqjcX//OCHJLbsOAyy4FJulyU5AKDwvP/8ZBrRkFMLSFUc3srpmOiCQWbUtWG4K2+vE66zYZ33Wg+tOrtVhlHBZ2jC3SFPHSD2u ge+aiDKFLoGb2iNwecF+fd+Vi2bjjlzBn6A+fzBwVhkGI=</latexit>
Messages
<latexit sha1_base64="LMfM5peM0VIRjUriaLC6yqgIKsk=" >AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5ioWXAxkaIYD4gOcLeZi5Zsrd32d0TwpE/YWOhiK1/x85/4ya5QhMfLDzem5mdeUEiu Dau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49u5335CpXksH800QT+iQ8lDzqixUucetaZD1P1 yxa26C5B14uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4KzUSzUmlI3t8K6lkkao/Wyx74xcWGVAwljZJw1ZqL87MhppPY0CWxlR M9Kr3lz8z+umJrzxMy6T1KBky4/CVBATk/nxZMAVMiOmllCmuN2VsBFVlBkbUcmG4K2evE5atap3Va091Cp1N4+jCGdwDpfgwTXU4Q 4a0AQGAp7hFd6cifPivDsfy9KCk/ecwh84nz8aF4/y</latexit>
Message Partitions
<latexit sha1_base64="YykIhY4Mpsv8SYUHuNBPnaa1/IY=" >AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfazx6GQyCp7AbD3oMePEiRDAPSJYwO+lNhsw+mJkVw5Jf8eJBEa/+iDf/xtlkD5rYMFBUdXVPl58Ir rTjfFuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwyD6udlScSoZtFotY9nyqUPAI25prgb1EIg19gV1/epPr3UeUisfRg54l6IV0HPGAM6oNNbSrd6gUHSN pUWnshlNDu+bUnUWRdeAWoAZFtYb212AUszTESDNBleq7TqK9LB/IBM4rg1RhQtnUrOkbGNEQlZct/j4n54YZkSCW5kWaLNjfjoyG Ss1C33SGVE/UqpaT/2n9VAfXXsajJNUYseWiIBVExyQPgoy4RKbFzADKpDmdETahkjJt4qqYENzVk9dBp1F3L+uN+0at6RRxlOEUzu ACXLiCJtxCC9rA4Ame4RXerLn1Yr1bH8vWklV4TuBPWZ8/CduUYQ==</latexit>
Absent
Receivers
<latexit sha1_base64="1MFpldOmxPDZFRq7l7L5d2b/B5s=" >AAACBnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgBEhWVRITFVSBhiLWBgLog+piSrHvWmtOk5kO0hV1YmFX2FhACFWvoGNv8FpM0DLkSwdnXOP7XvCl DOlXffbKq2srq1vlDftre2d3T1n/6ClkkxSaNKEJ7ITEgWcCWhqpjl0UgkkDjm0w9F17rcfQCqWiHs9TiGIyUCwiFGijdRzjn0KQoN kYmBfhcpw37fvgALLUz2n4lbdGfAy8QpSQQUaPefL7yc0i809lBOlup6b6mBCpGaUw9T2MwUpoSMygK6hgsSggslsjSk+NUofR4k0 R2g8U38nJiRWahyHZjImeqgWvVz8z+tmOroMJkykmQZB5w9FGcc6wXknuM8kUM3HhhAqmfkrpkMiCTXFKNuU4C2uvExatap3Xq3d1i p1t6ijjI7QCTpDHrpAdXSDGqiJKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MR0tWkTlEf2B9/gDYIZip</latexit>|
{z
}
<latexit sha1_base64="pXFm1Eq+w+W3Frd22RRo1OaEaXw=">AAACFHicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWAVBKEkVdFlw47KCfUATymRy2w6dTNJ5CCX0I9z4K25cKOLWhTv/xmmbhbZ64F4O59zLzD1hyqhUrvtlLS2vrK6tFzaKm1vbO7v23n5DJloQqJOEJaIVYgmMcqgrqhi0UgE4Dhk0w8H1xG/eg5A04XdqlEIQ4x6nXUqwMlLHPvM1j0CEAhPI/OFQ4+i/Pu7YJbfsTuEsEi8nJZSj1rE//SghOgauCMNStj03VUGGhaKEwbjoawkpJgPcg7ahHMcgg2x61Ng5MUrkdBNhiitnqv7cyHAs5SgOzWSMVV/OexPxL6+tVfcqyChPtQJOZg91NXNU4kwSciIqgCg2MgQTQc1fHdLHJiBlciyaELz5kxdJo1L2zsuV24tS9TiPo4AO0RE6RR66RFV0g2qojgh6QE/oBb1aj9az9Wa9z0aXrHznAP2C9fENHySgBg==</latexit>
z }| {
<latexit sha1_base64="JJI+vJh6sPaEHaAGXgiblHGWTiU=">AAACA XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUTeCm2AVXJWkCrosuHFZwT6gDWUymbRDJzPpzEQooW78FTcuFHHrX7jzb5y2WWjrgXs5nHMvM/cECaNKu+63VVhZXVvfKG 6WtrZ3dvfs/YOmEqnEpIEFE7IdIEUY5aShqWaknUiC4oCRVjC8mfqtByIVFfxejxPix6jPaUQx0kbq2UddYexAIkyy7miUonDeJz277FbcGZxl4u WkDDnqPfurGwqcxoRrzJBSHc9NtJ8hqSlmZFLqpookCA9Rn3QM5Sgmys9mF0ycM6OETiSkKa6dmfp7I0OxUuM4MJMx0gO16E3F/7xOqqNrP6M8STX heP5QlDJHC2cahxNSSbBmY0MQltT81cEDZOLQJrSSCcFbPHmZNKsV76JSvbss107zOIpwDCdwDh5cQQ1uoQ4NwPAIz/AKb9aT9WK9Wx/z0YKV7xzC H1ifP4p+l34=</latexit>
z }| {
<latexit sha1_base64="JJI+vJh6sPaEHaAGXgiblHGWTiU=">AAACA XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUTeCm2AVXJWkCrosuHFZwT6gDWUymbRDJzPpzEQooW78FTcuFHHrX7jzb5y2WWjrgXs5nHMvM/cECaNKu+63VVhZXVvfKG 6WtrZ3dvfs/YOmEqnEpIEFE7IdIEUY5aShqWaknUiC4oCRVjC8mfqtByIVFfxejxPix6jPaUQx0kbq2UddYexAIkyy7miUonDeJz277FbcGZxl4u WkDDnqPfurGwqcxoRrzJBSHc9NtJ8hqSlmZFLqpookCA9Rn3QM5Sgmys9mF0ycM6OETiSkKa6dmfp7I0OxUuM4MJMx0gO16E3F/7xOqqNrP6M8STX heP5QlDJHC2cahxNSSbBmY0MQltT81cEDZOLQJrSSCcFbPHmZNKsV76JSvbss107zOIpwDCdwDh5cQQ1uoQ4NwPAIz/AKb9aT9WK9Wx/z0YKV7xzC H1ifP4p+l34=</latexit>
z }| {
<latexit sha1_base64="JJI+vJh6sPaEHaAGXgiblHGWTiU=">AAACA XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUTeCm2AVXJWkCrosuHFZwT6gDWUymbRDJzPpzEQooW78FTcuFHHrX7jzb5y2WWjrgXs5nHMvM/cECaNKu+63VVhZXVvfKG 6WtrZ3dvfs/YOmEqnEpIEFE7IdIEUY5aShqWaknUiC4oCRVjC8mfqtByIVFfxejxPix6jPaUQx0kbq2UddYexAIkyy7miUonDeJz277FbcGZxl4u WkDDnqPfurGwqcxoRrzJBSHc9NtJ8hqSlmZFLqpookCA9Rn3QM5Sgmys9mF0ycM6OETiSkKa6dmfp7I0OxUuM4MJMx0gO16E3F/7xOqqNrP6M8STX heP5QlDJHC2cahxNSSbBmY0MQltT81cEDZOLQJrSSCcFbPHmZNKsV76JSvbss107zOIpwDCdwDh5cQQ1uoQ4NwPAIz/AKb9aT9WK9Wx/z0YKV7xzC H1ifP4p+l34=</latexit>
P0
<latexit sha1_base64="2783e/O+QIdDInOZDN7/EKfVaHQ=" >AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCo Ot+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD82BOyhX3Kq 7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bV m4v/eb0Uwxs/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbRrVe+qWruvVxr1PI4inME5XIIH19CAO2hCCx iM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gDKRY1t</latexit>
P1
<latexit sha1_base64="Aqxz17B7SqhajItYkfoen3MuyCA=" >AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCo Ot+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD82BNyhX3Kq 7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bV m4v/eb0Uwxs/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbRrVe+qWruvVxr1PI4inME5XIIH19CAO2hCCx iM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gDLyY1u</latexit>
P2
<latexit sha1_base64="5lm7T/X4oAoXwNeHXdn1LnO5Ut0=" >AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCo Ot+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD81BbVCuuFV 3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz0r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni1Bm5sMqQhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2q Nxf/83ophjd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzP8mQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG06JRuCt/ryOmnXqt5VtXZfrzTqeRxFOINzuAQPrqEBd9CEFj AYwTO8wpsjnRfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AHNTY1v</latexit>
P3
<latexit sha1_base64="JyIVHohh37UjwvfC0a04Jyog2HA=" >AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nagh4LXjxWtLXQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQ df9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikY+JUM95msYx1N6CGS6F4GwVK3k00p1Eg+WMwuZn7j09cGxGrB5wm3I/oSIlQMIpWum8N6oNyxa2 6C5B14uWkAjlag/JXfxizNOIKmaTG9Dw3QT+jGgWTfFbqp4YnlE3oiPcsVTTixs8Wp87IhVWGJIy1LYVkof6eyGhkzDQKbGdEcWxW vbn4n9dLMbz2M6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP43GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjTKdkQvNWX10mnVvXq1dpdo9Js5HEU4QzO4RI8uIIm3EIL2s BgBM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wfO0Y1w</latexit>z }| {
<latexit sha1_base64="JJI+vJh6sPaEHaAGXgiblHGWTiU=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUTeCm2AVXJWkCrosuHFZwT6gDWUym bRDJzPpzEQooW78FTcuFHHrX7jzb5y2WWjrgXs5nHMvM/cECaNKu+63VVhZXVvfKG6WtrZ3dvfs/YOmEqnEpIEFE7IdIEUY5aShqWaknUiC4oCRVjC8mfqtByIVFfxejxPix6jPaUQx0kbq2UddYexAIkyy7miUonDeJz277FbcGZxl4uWkDDnqPfurGwqcxoRrzJBSHc9NtJ8hq SlmZFLqpookCA9Rn3QM5Sgmys9mF0ycM6OETiSkKa6dmfp7I0OxUuM4MJMx0gO16E3F/7xOqqNrP6M8STXheP5QlDJHC2cahxNSSbBmY0MQltT81cEDZOLQJrSSCcFbPHmZNKsV76JSvbss107zOIpwDCdwDh5cQQ1uoQ4NwPAIz/AKb9aT9WK9Wx/z0YKV7xzCH1ifP4p+l34=</ latexit>
Fig. 3: 1-truncated 3-nested absent receivers, formed by keeping
the top few groups of perfect 3-nested absent receivers
Theorem 4: For any pliable-index-coding problem P with T-
truncated L-nested absent receivers, β(P) = βq(P) = m−T −1,
for sufficiently large q.
Proof of Thm 4: See Appendix.
C. Optimal rates for a small number of absent receivers
We have established that βq = m if and only if there is no
absent receiver, that is |Uabs | = 0.
Corollary 1: If 1 ≤ |Uabs | ≤ 2, then βq = m − 1.
Proof: For |Uabs | = 1, by definition, the absent receiver
H ( [1 : m], and hence ⋃H ∈Uabs H , [1 : m]. So, the result
follows from [6, Thm. 1]. For |Uabs | = 2, there can be either
no nested pair or one nested pair of absent receivers. The result
follows from [6, Thm. 3].
While the optimal rate for up to two absent receivers can be
determined using our previous results, we need the new results
presented in this paper for more absent receivers.
Theorem 5: Suppose |Uabs | = 3. Then
βq =
{
m − 2, if the absent receivers are perfect 2-nested,
m − 1, otherwise.
Theorem 6: Suppose |Uabs | = 4. Then
βq =

m − 2, if a subset of absent receivers is either
perfect 2-nested or 1-truncated 3-nested,
m − 1, otherwise.
Proofs of Thms 5 and 6: See Appendix.
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APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 3: We will use Algorithm 1 and show
that L∗ ≤ L − 1. Note that the length of any longest chain of
nested absent receivers in Pm,U is L.
We will now consider all decoding choices D that can
potentially result in L absent receivers being hit. We need
not consider any other decoding choices, as we will hit at
most L − 1 absent receivers and skip at most L − 1 messages.
Without loss of generality, let Q = {1, 2, . . . , |Q |}.
If |Q | = 0, then the first receiver to be hit must be H∅ ( P0
(otherwise, we will not hit at most L − 1 absent receivers
in total). We invoke Theorem 2 (Case 2), where H = H∅,
H =
{
(P0 ∪ P`) : ` ∈ [1 : L]
}
, and T = P0. To hit L absent
receivers in total, the next absent receiver to be hit must be
from H. From Theorem 2, we know that we need not skip any
message when we hit any absent receiver in H. So, in total,
we will skip at most L − 1 messages.
Otherwise, for |Q | ∈ [1 : L − 1], we will first hit P0. Then,
we perform and repeat the following step
• When we hit (P0 ∪ . . . ∪ Pt ), for 0 ≤ t ≤ |Q | − 1, we skip
some
a ∈
{
Pt+1 \ HQ, if HQ ∩ Pt+1 , Pt+1,
Pt+1, otherwise.
(10)
By doing so, if 0 ≤ t ≤ |Q |−2, we will next hit (P0∪. . .∪Pt+1).
In the last step when t = |Q | − 1, we observe the following:
1) If HQ ∩ P|Q | , P|Q | , we skip any a ∈ P|Q | \ HQ. With
this choice of skipped message, we will not hit HQ.
2) Otherwise, we have HQ∩Pj , Pj for some j ∈ [0 : |Q |−1].
We skip any a ∈ P|Q | . Since the decoding chain already
contains (P0 ∪ · · · ∪ P|Q |−1), we will also not hit HQ.
Consequently, the next receiver to be hit can only be HQ∪{q },
for some q ∈ {|Q | + 1, . . . , L}. So, the total absent receivers
hit is at most L − 1.
We have shown that regardless of which decoding choice,
we will skip at most L − 1 messages, and L∗ ≤ L − 1.
We showed that sending XP0 uncoded and XPi using cyclic
codes for each i ∈ [1 : L] achieves m − L for perfect L-nested
absent receivers [6]. In comparison, this problem Pm,U contains
an additional present receiver P0 ∪
( ⋃
i∈Q
Pi
)
. To satisfy this
receiver, we transmit another message Xa for some a ∈ Pk for
some k ∈ [1 : L] \ Q. This codelength for this code is thus
m − L + 1.
Proof of Theorem 4: It is easy to see that the the longest
nested chain in this case is T + 1, and the chain consists of
absent receivers HQ0 ( HQ1 ( · · · ( HQT , where Q0 ( Q1 (
· · · ( QT and |Qi | = i for all i ∈ [0 : T]. So, (2) gives a lower
bound βq(P) ≥ m − T − 1.
Let the problem with perfect L-nested absent receivers on
the same partitions {Pi : i ∈ [0 : L]} be P−, where βq(P) =
m− L [6, Thm. 4]. Achievability for P− is attained by sending
messages in P0 uncoded, XP0 = Y0 ∈ F |P0 |q , and messages in
each Pi , i ∈ [1 : L], using a cyclic code Yi = (Zi,1 + Zi,2, Zi,2 +
Zi,3, . . . , Zi, |Pi |−1 + Zi, |Pi |) ∈ F |Pi |−1q , where Zi, j is the jth
message in Pi . Let this code be Y = (Y0, . . . ,YL) ∈ Fm−Lq .
We will now add receivers group by group until we get
P. At each stage, we compose additional coded messages to
satisfy newly added receivers.
• First, we add receivers HQ with |Q | = L−1 to P−, we will
add another coded message to satisfy these added receivers
(the other receivers are can decode with Y and their side
information). We add VL−1 =
∑L
i=1 Zi,1 ∈ Fq . Each added
receiver knows all but one message in {Zi,1 : i ∈ [1 : L]},
and can then decode a new message from VL−1.
• Then, we further add receivers HQ with |Q | = L − 2. For
this, we will further add another coded message to satisfied
the newly added receivers. The added coded message is
VL−2 =
∑L
i=1 γ
iZi,1 ∈ Fq , where γ is a primitive element
in Fq . Note each newly added receivers knows all but two
messages in {Zi,1 : i ∈ [1 : L]} and can then decode a
new message from (VL−1,VL−2) ∈ F2q .
• This step is repeated. That means when we add receivers
HQ with |Q | = L − k, for k ∈ [1 : L − 1 − T]. We add
a coded message VL−k =
∑L
i=1(γk−1)iZi,1 ∈ Fq . Each
newly added receiver knows L − k messages in {Zi,1 :
i ∈ [1 : L]}, and can then decode a new message from
(VL−1,VL−2, . . . ,VL−k) ∈ Fkq if q is sufficiently large.
So, by sending (Y0,Y1, . . . ,YL, ZL−1, ZL−2, . . . , ZL−(L−1−T )) ∈
Fm−T−1q , every receiver in P can obtain at least one new
message. So, the rate of m−T − 1 is achievable for sufficiently
large q.
Proof of Theorem 5: Let the absent receivers be H1, H2,
and H3, where the labelling is arbitrary. If
3⋃
i=1
Hi , [1 : m],
then βq = m − 1 [6, Thm. 1].
For the rest of the settings, we have
3⋃
i=1
Hi = [1 : m]. For this
case, the length of the longest nested chain of absent receivers
is at most two. Therefore, there can be at most two pairs of
nested absent receivers.
• If there is one or no nested pair of absent receivers, we
have βq = m − 1 [6, Thm. 3].
• Otherwise, we have two nested absent receiver pairs, and
they must have the configuration H1 ⊆ (H2 ∩ H3), and
H2 ∪ H3 = [1 : m]. For this case, we have two scenarios:
– If H1 ( (H2 ∩ H3), Proposition 1 gives βq = m − 1.
– Otherwise, H1 = H2 ∩ H3, which is perfect 2-nested,
and βq = m − 2 [6, Thm. 4].
The proof is complete by noting that the only the last case is
the only case with perfect 2-nested absent receivers.
Proof of Theorem 6: Let the absent receivers be {Hi : i ∈
[1 : 4]}, where the labelling is arbitrary. Again, if
4⋃
i=1
Hi , [1 :
m], then βq = m − 1 [6, Thm. 1]. For the rest of the settings,
we have
4⋃
i=1
Hi = [1 : m].
If the minimum (absent-receiver) cover of [1 : m] is four,
then there is no nested pair of absent receiver, and βq = m−1 [6,
Thm. 3].
If the minimum cover of [1 : m] is three, say H2∪H3∪H4 =
[1 : m], then Lmax ≤ 2.
• If Lmax = 1, then (2) gives βq ≥ m−1, which is achievable
by sending XH2 uncoded and the rest using a cyclic code.
• Otherwise, Lmax = 2, and so βq ≥ m − 2.
– If there is only one or no nested pair, βq = m − 1 [6,
Thm. 3].
– If there are two nested pairs, say H1 ( H2∩H3, then the
only way to hit two absent receivers is to first hit H1, and
then hit either H2 or H3. Invoking Theorem 2 (case 1)
with H = H1 and H = {H2,H3} where H2 ∪ H3 , [1 :
m], we can always avoid skipping any more message
after hitting H1. This gives L∗ ≤ 1 and βq ≥ m − 1,
which is achievable.
– Otherwise, there are three nested pairs H1 ⊆ H1 ∩H2 ∩
H3. Let S = {H2,H3,H4}.
∗ If H1 ( H2∩H3∩H4, invoking Theorem 2 (case 2),
we can again show that βq ≥ m − 1, which is also
achievable.
∗ Otherwise, H1 = H2 ∩ H3 ∩ H4.
· If Hi ∩ Hj = H1 for all distinct i, j ∈ [2 : 4],
meaning that they are 1-truncated 3-nested.
Using Theorem 4, we get βq = m − 2. (Note
that since L − 1 − T = 1, binary codes q = 1
suffices).
· Otherwise, Hi ∩ Hj ) H1 for some distinct
i, j ∈ [2 : 4]. Invoking Theorem 2 (case 3), we
can gain show that βq ≥ m − 1, which is also
achievable.
If the minimum cover of [1 : m] is two, say H3 ∪ H4 = [1 :
m].
• If Lmax = 1, then similar to the argument above, βq =
m − 1.
• If Lmax = 2, then βq ≥ m − 2.
– If Hi = H3 ∩ H4 for some distinct i ∈ [1 : 2], then
(Hi,H3,H4) is perfect 2-nested. Since this problem P
has one additional absent receiver (which is Hj , j , i)
compared to a problem P+ with three absent (perfect
nested) receivers (Hi,H3,H4), βq(P) ≤ βq(P+) = m−2.
Combining with βq(P) ≥ m−2, we get βq(P) = m−2.
– Otherwise, Hi , H3 ∩ H4 or Hi ( H3 ∩ H4 for any
i ∈ [1 : 2]. For these cases, when we hit Hi , we invoke
Theorem 2 (cases 1 or 2) to avoid skipping further
messages. So, βq ≥ m − 1, which is achievable.
• If Lmax = 3, we must have the configuration H1 ( H2 (
H3 and H3 ∪H4 = [1 : m], meaning that (H3,H4) is not a
nested pair.
– If (H1,H3,H4) or (H2,H3,H4) forms a perfect 2-nested
absent receiver. Using the same argument above, we
get βq ≤ m − 2. Note that to get a lower bound of
βq ≥ m − 3, we must hit three absent receivers. This is
not possible as upon hitting H1, we can always skip a
message a < H2, and in doing so, we can only hit H3
or H4. Since H3 ∪H4 = [1 : m], we will not hit another
absent receiver. So, βq ≥ m − 2. This gives βq = m − 2.
– Otherwise, H1 , H3 ∩ H4 and H2 , H3 ∩ H4.
∗ If the first absent receiver to be hit is H2, we can
use Theorem 2 (cases 1 or 2) to get βq ≥ m − 1,
which is achievable.
∗ Otherwise, we first hit H1. We then use Theorem 2
(cases 1 or 2). For case 1 (that is, H1 * H3 ∩ H4),
we immediately get βq = m − 1. For case 2 (that is,
H1 ( H3 ∩ H4), following the proof of Theorem 2,
we will skip a message a in either H3 or H4. In any
case, we can choose a < H2. This choice allows
us not to skip any more message. So, βq ≥ m − 1,
which is achievable.
